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Why 
Transform 
Institutional 
Research?

Changing fiscal, political climate caused new 
demands on higher education

Demands for data-informed decisions (DID) 
to produce results with dwindling resources

The new direction: Successful colleges are 
using data differently to change practices and 
take proactive measures to ensure student 
success 

To achieve this vision, Institutional Research 
(IR) needs to produce institutional results (IR)



From IR to IR: 
Start with the 
DID questions

Data is already collected in IR offices- is this 
enough, and the right data, for DIDs?

College decision-makers need to address 4 
questions to know the answer

The DID questions: What, where, which, how
What data is available?
Where is it?
Which metrics should we be looking at for 

our college and major divisions?
How should we use the data to improve 

our outcomes?



From IR to IR: 
Overview of 
Process

 If the answer to any (or all!) of the DID 
questions is “I DON’T KNOW,” then how is 
this addressed, so IR can change to IR?

Process of transforming IR to IR- and 
changing a culture- in 4 steps: 

Determine sources and definitions of data
Select college and division metrics
Present data in user-friendly manners 

(scorecards, dashboards, data request 
form)

Benchmarking
Next step: Setting targets



1. Determine 
Sources and 
Definitions of 
Data

 Is all data needed being collected?

 Is it all in stored with IR? Individual program 
staff? 

What is it we’re looking at when we get 
reports on our college students? Do we all 
know what a first-generation student is? 
What exactly is a first-time student? Data 
Glossary

http://www.kcc.edu/Community/Collegeinfo/ie/ir/Pages/glossary.aspx


Glossary



2. Select 
College and 
Division 
Metrics

What Metrics are Needed and Why?

For college and 5 divisions: Aligned with the 
Strategic Goals

Metrics are measurable and comparable year-
to-year for duration of 5-year strategic plan

Measures progress towards strategic goals

Shows success and identifies opportunities



Metrics For the 
College

 Input from:
Campus Strategic Planning Oversight 

Committee

Campus accreditation committee

Faculty, staff feedback 

Expectations from leadership

Examined institutional effectiveness 
measures used at peer colleges in Illinois 
and nationwide: NCCBP essential to this 



National 
Results:  
Institutional 
Effectiveness
Measures from 
the NCCBP

% of Completers within 150% Time:  

First-time, Full-time, Degree Seeking Students 

% Rank is 72. 



Peer Group:
Institutional 
Effectiveness
Measures from 
the NCCBP

% of Completers within 150% Time:  

First-time, Full-time, Degree Seeking Students 



Metrics For the 
5 Divisions

 Input from:
The leadership (VPs, directors) of each 

division

Core Indicators of Effectiveness for 
Community Colleges (American 
Association of Community Colleges)

Examined measures used at peer colleges 
in Illinois and nationwide: NCCBP 
essential to this



NCCBP 
Example: 
Algebra



Illinois Peers



3. Present data 
in user-friendly 
formats

How do we see the data? Scorecards

How do we SEE the data? Dashboards

How do we get data that is not on the 
scorecards already? Data request form



Scorecard



Instruction
Scorecard



Success 
Dashboard



Data Request



4. 
Benchmarking

 Identified and defined sources of data for all 
metrics

NCCBP

 IPEDS and ICCB (Illinois Community 
College Board)

CCSSE and SSI (Ruffalo Noel Levitz)

Compared KCC with ICCB-defined peer group 
and nationally



4 steps to 
changing a 

culture

The 4 steps lead to one 

web page:

www.kcc.edu/data

http://www.kcc.edu/community/collegeinfo/ie/pages/default.aspx


IE Website



NCCBP Results

 Institutional strengths

 Institutional opportunities

What are we doing well, and what can we do 
better?  

Becoming a change agent:  NCCBP 
empowers institutional research offices to do 
this for their colleges.



NCCBP 
Strengths/ 
Opportunities
Report



Next Steps for 
KCC: Targets 
for all Divisions

Develop challenging, but attainable, targets 
that can be achieved through increased, 
focused, and collaborative effort

How does NCCBP help us develop targets? 

Having set the target for success rates in 
developmental classes, KCC will work 
towards developing targets for additional 
metrics of its college goals. 



KCC % Rank:
29%

Goal or 

Target



Illinois Peers
Goal 



Best 
Performers
Report

KCC should 

evaluate what 

Black Hawk and 

Triton Colleges 

are doing in 

their Writing 

Developmental 

Courses



Can your 
faculty and 
staff answer 
the DID 
questions?

The DID questions: What, where, which, how
What data is available? 

Where is it?

Which metrics should we be looking at for 
our college and major divisions?

How should we use the data to improve 
our outcomes?

How does benchmarking play a role? Has the 
IR culture shifted at your college?



Benchmarking 
Using 
Custom 
Reports



Questions? 

Contact us at:

Dr. Purva DeVol, pdevol@kcc.edu

Dr. Lou Guthrie, louguthrie@jccc.edu

@EdBenchmark

 NCCBP.org

mailto:pdevol@kcc.edu
mailto:louguthrie@jccc.edu


NCCBP 
Website

NCCBP.org



Keynotes:

Dr. Anthony Wise, Pellissippi
Ricardo Torres, Clearinghouse
Michael Reilly, AACRAO
Dr. Sara Goldrick-Rab, Temple 

https://benchmarkinginstitute.org


